We study the class of polynomial threshold functions using harmonic analysis and apply the results to derive lower bounds related to ACo func- 
Spectral representation of Boolean functions:
The idea of representing Boolean functions as polynomials over the field of rational numbers was first used in the context of counting the number of equivalent Boolean functions [ll] . Every Boolean function can be computed as a polynomial over the reals as follows, Our main result is revealing the connection between the complexity of a Boolean function and its spectral norms.
Example: Consider the function f(z1,zz) = can be approximated by a sign of a polynomial with O(nP"'Y'"g(")) terms. The spectral approach was also used in [5] to obtain results on threshold functions. In particular, it was proved in [5] that the class of polynomial threshold functions is strictly contained in the class of functions that can be computed by a depth-2 circuit of linear threshold elements. The main tool in obtaining the results in [5] is a necessary condition for a function to be polynomial threshold which is based on the spectral approach.
Main result:
The main result in this paper is a characterization of the functions in PT1 using spectral norms. The characterization result we obtained here can be perceived as an extension of the result in [5] where it was proved that the number of terms in a threshold function that computes a Boolean function is n(L;'). In particular, we obtain a dual result-if a function has an L1 norm that is bounded by a polynomial in n (number of variables) then it is polynomial threshold. Namely, we have a characterization of polynomial threshold functions using their spectral norms. We also prove that those conditions Necessary conditions can be used to obtain lower bounds. For example, in [5] it was proved that there are functions that can be computed by a depth-2 MAJORITY circuit but are not polynomial threshold functions.
In this paper we are mainly interested in using this approach for the analysis of ACo functions. In particular, it is interesting to find out [12] (about approximation of ACo functions).
From [5] we know that the class of polynomial The paper is organized as follows, in the next section we prove the characterization result, in Section 3 we describe the application to ACo functions and finally we address some open problems.
Characterizing Polynomial Threshold Functions
In this section we present a characterization of polynomial threshold functions using spectral norms. We will use the L1 and L , norms. Let PL1 be the class of Boolean functions for which the spectral norm L1 is bounded from above by a polynomial in n. And let PLm be the class of Boolean functions for which LL1 is bounded from above by a polynomial in n. Then our main result is that the class of polynomial threshold function is strictly between those two classes.
Theorem 1
PL1 c PT1 c PL,.
Proof: In [5] it was proved that PT1 c PL,.
Hence, to prove the theorem we need to prove the following three results. 
PL1 PT1.
Proof: Let f ( X ) E PL1. We need to show that there exists a polynomial F ( X ) = C U E S w a x a such that f ( X ) = s g n ( F ( X ) ) . Where S C ( 0 , l ) " and the size of S is bounded by some polynomial in n . The proof is by using the probabilistic method [6] .
Let (aula E ( 0 , l ) " ) be the spectral coefficients of a Boolean function f ( X ) E PL1. That is,
By the definition of PL1, we have that L1 = CaE~O,l)., la, I is bounded by some polynomial in n . We will prove that a sparse polynomial F ( X ) , such that f ( X ) = s g n ( F ( X ) ) , exists; by constructing it from the polynomial representation of f ( X ) .
Define a probability distribution over the a's, a E ( 0 , I)", as follows:
We choose the terms to be included in F ( X ) according to the foregoing probability distribution.
A term sgn(aa)Xa is included in F ( X ) with probability p a . 
G
Hence, choosing N 2 2nL; and applying the Chernoff bound (or the Central Limit Theorem) [6] we have that for any given X ,
Prob[f(X) # s g n ( F ( X ) ] 5 e-" < 2-"
And by the union bound we get that Prob[f(X) # s g n ( F ( X ) ) , for some XI < 1. terms.
Using the same proof technique we can prove that a Boolean function with a "small" L1 norm can be approximated by a sparse polynomial (without a sign).
Before we prove the next three lemmas we define the following two useful functions.
Definition 1 The EXACT, function is a
Boolean function which is defined for even n = 2 k variables. That ia, EXACT, PL1.
Proof: omitted.
Lemma 4
PT1 c PLm.
Proof (sketch):
We prove that the inclusion is proper by constructing a function which is not in PT1 but is in PL,. Consider the Complete Quadratic function (CQ,(X)) which is defined in Definition 2 above. From [5] we know that C Q n ( X ) is not in PT1 (and also not in PL,).
Consider the function, fn+l(X), of n+1 variables which is constructed from CQn(X) as follows:
One can prove that fn+l(X) E PLm and 0 f " + l ( X ) e PTl. The following theorem is a summary of our results related to ACo functions.
Theorem 2 The following 48 true:
In what follows we describe the proofs for the three parts of the theorem. Clearly, the above claims are related. We give the details of the proofs for all the three claims since we use a different technique for every one of them.
Notice the following facts, 1.
PLi C MAJ2.
This follows from Theorem 1, PL1 C PT1, Hence, f has an exponential L1 spectral norm.
0
Since f E ACo the result follows.
The next natural question is whether ACo C PL,? Namely, is there an ACo function which its L;' is not bounded by a polynomial in n.
This will also show that there is an ACo function which is not in PT1, and it will complement the result in [12] that ACo functions can be approximated by a sign of a polynomial with 0 ( npo'y log(") ) terms . The next step is just to take log(n) disjoint copies of f and compute the XOR of these functions.
Clearly, we can do it in depth 2 with O ( n ) gates (using the exhaustive approach). The resulting function will have L;' = n. If we iterate this process k times we obtain a function with L;' = nlogk("). Now, from [5] we have that the number of terms in the representation as a sign of a polynomial is fl(L-,') and the result follows. Since DIP2 E ACO, this result constitutes the first known lower bound to the result of Allender [l] . Namely, there are ACo functions that can not be computed by a depth-2 circuit of MA-JORITY gates.
Open Problems
There are a few open problems related to the results in the paper:
1. We proved in Theorem 1 that any Boolean function with a "small" L1 spectral norm (PL1 function) can be computed as a sign of a sparse polynomial (is a PT1 function).
Using this result it is proved in [16] that the COMPARISON and ADDITION functions are in PL1, thus, are also in PTl and MAJ2.
Explicit constructions for those functions are presented in [2] . Given a Boolean function in PL1, it will be nice to have a general method to construct a sparse polynomial whose sign equals to the function. 
